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BlackBerry Bold 9790 is the most beautiful mobile phone introduced by Blackberry. This newly
launched smartphone is perfectly devised with latest features. The availability of BlackBerry OS 7.0
and Marvel Tavor MG1 1 GHz Processor is also worth noticing. BlackBerry Bold 9790 can be found
in UK on Three Network Deals at very reasonable price.

Bold in Looks

If we start talking about the physical attributes and looks of BlackBerry Bold 9790, you will find it
quite bold in looks. There is 2.45 inches (~245 ppi pixel density) TFT capacitive touchscreen that
you can use with quite ease. The glory of 16 million colors can be felt on the ideal display by buying
BlackBerry Bold 9790 pay monthly deals and also the commendable features like QWERTY
keyboard and Optical trackpad make the pay monthly offer of this phone more attractive. Total
measurement of the case is 110 x 60 x 11.4 mm which is available with 107 grams weight.

Make Special Moments More Special

Monthly contracts of BlackBerry Bold 9790 are simply worth buying for those who love buying
camera phones. It is carrying 5 mega pixel camera which admits to work impressively with auto-
focus, LED flash, geo-tagging, face detection and image stabilization etc. Users will be able to enjoy
VGA video recording along with up to 2592x1944 pixels still photographs. If you buy BlackBerry
Bold 9790 on pay monthly, storing data will be possible with 768 MB RAM and 8 GB inbuilt storage
space. Whereas, memory card attachment up to 32 GB is also permitted for the users to let them
have sufficient space for their files.

Highly Competitive at Connectivity

Buying best deals of BlackBerry Bold 9790 on monthly rental will keep the users in benefit if they
want to have their phone ladened with Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n, UMA (carrier-dependent), GPRS,
EDGE, 3G HSDPA/HSUPA and HTML web browser. BlackBerry Bold 9790 deals are also known
for Bluetooth and USB data sharing connections.

Entertainment and Other Useful Features

BlackBerry Bold 9790 monthly contracts are attracting the attention of users across the world who
cannot compromise with entertainment. There are audio and video player that are able to support
many latest audio/video formats. Other names of useful features can be included Document viewer,
Games, standard Battery, Li-Ion (JM-1), NFC support, A-GPS support, etc.
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